
Year 5 website update 17.10.17 

We cannot believe it is coming to the end of our first half term in Year 5. Time has 

flown as we have been so busy doing some amazing learning and gaining wonderful 

memories. Here’s what we have been up to this week: 

Black History Month 

We have been celebrating Black History month. We researched famous and influential 

black people from history and presented our learning in lots of different ways. 

Art week 2017 

We had a lovely time during art week getting creative. We produced lots of amazing art 

work inspired by the theme of ‘freedom’. These will be displayed around the week and 

we are all so proud of our art work.  

Shakespeare 

Following our trip to The Globe, we have been doing lots of work around the works of 

Shakespeare. It has been so interesting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also wrote some incredible reports about our trip to The Globe-we were so inspired. 

A few examples can be found on the following page. 

 

Well done to all of the children in Year 5. You’ve settled beautifully into Upper 

Key Stage 2 and you’ve all worked so hard. We are so excited for another 

amazing half term in Autumn 2. 



The Globe Theatre- By Tristan. 

On Wednesday the fourth of October we went on an extraordinary trip to the Globe Theatre. This was because 

we were passionate about trips and it was educational. We also wanted to learn about Shakespeare and his 

fabulous plays. We were very lucky to be gifted this as the full price would’ve been very expensive. 

On our arrival, we watched an exhilarating dance/jig called I LOVE MEXICO!!! After seeing Centaur do an 

impressive dance, Griffin nervously came on but did a brilliant show. It was very wonderful. We felt famous as 

there was a crowd who clapped for us on a proper stage. It was truly enjoyable. Also the theatre had no roof 

so we had air breezing on our faces. I loved this dance and all the others did too. We thought it would be hard 

to learn but after a while we found it was quite easy. The actors were very professional and even though we 

were proud of learning I LOVE MEXICO that was only one part of the full song which was part of a play they 

were learning. 

Luckily, we got to get a detailed tour about the true Shakespeare’s globe and learned a range of interesting 

facts about him. During this tour, we discovered the true reason of why his globe had no roof, the name of 

theatres and the different type of seats. It was actually because they had not discovered electricity back then 

so the only source of light was outside. Also they liked to have plays in the day so it was not necessary for it to 

have a closed roof anyway. There were different types of seats. There were penny stinkers who payed one 

penny to see a play but mostly got made fun of. There were standard seats, gentleman’s seats and the lord’s 

seats. Although the lord’s seats were expensive some of the richest people would sit on stage and the queen 

(in the Elizabethan times) told Shakespeare to come to him.  Also in that time period a theatre would be called 

a play house as it is a place meant for plays. The original Globe was built sometime in the early fifteen 

hundreds and the one we went to today was a very good reconstruction. The recreation was over thirty years 

old and looked like it was the original. 

Soon after we had eaten, there was an epic sword fighting demonstration which felt like they were in a real 

battle and some people thought the people were going to die. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I say how close 

they were to killing each other. Insanely we got to hold the swords. There were many such as daggers, two 

handed swords and many more. Each one could hurt a human being severely even if they were blunt. They 

also had shields which did not look very fashionable instead it was just a hard piece of wood. The 

demonstration felt unimaginably real and I kept believing they were in a real fight. I would pay proper money 

to see it again. Although it was over soon, I loved it so much. 

This was truly an amazing day and I would love to do it again. Thank you all for this wonderful trip, it will be in 

my memory for all eternity. This trip also taught me lots of facts about Shakespeare so it was fun but also 

educational. My favourite part was the sword fighting because of the effort they had put in and one wrong 

move would be fatal so they were extremely skilled to do a perfect performance for us. 

 

By Tristan Macmillan 

  

 

 

 

 



  On Wednesday the fourth of October 2017   we were invited to the globe theatre. This was because we love 

fun educational trips and Shakespeare is an    exciting topic. Also our school loves learning about the past. I will 

tell you more later on in my report. 

The second we arrived, some of the actors welcomed us by showing us an exhilarating jig in the main theatre. 

It was brilliant. This was called ‘I love Mexico!’. We had so much fun until they shocked us by saying it was our 

turn. This was scary because there were people watching us whilst on tour.  Nervously centaur took the stage 

in-front of the crowd. Soon after practicing they asked to do it alone and were brilliant. Luckily, Griffin had the 

advantage as they had seen Centaurs perform. Because of this, they were slightly better at the very fun 

exciting jig that we did perfectly. 

Around about 20 minutes later, we were lucky to get a tour of Shakespeare’s new Globe, which was amazing. I 

loved it as did everybody else.  During this tour, we learnt that as electricity did not exist back then, they only 

had showings in the afternoon because their light was the sun light. Can you believe this? As well as this we 

learnt that the lords and the really rich people would sit on stage and be right next to the action.  Imagine how 

loud that would be? Also the tour made me realise that in the past poor people could pay 1 pence and sit on 

the floor. However, in the modern day theatres have roofs and people have to pay lots of money to enter the 

theatre. 

Soon after lunch, which was delicious, we had the best drama workshop all about mid summers night dream. I 

loved it so much. This was about a war in the fairy kingdom and some kids played the king while others some 

played the queen, who was very strict.  Also part of it was all about if we wanted to live in Athens and wear 

suits and puffy dresses. Would you like to live in Athens? As well as this, we acted out when Hermener’s dad 

decided who she married, who was called Demetrius . Can you believe that?    

Later on, after lunch, we had the most exciting experience because we saw a real sword fight which included 

shields and old fashioned swords. Also we were able to touch real life swords. I could not believe my eyes 

when I saw how big it was. As well as this, I was amazed when I had the chance to hold it  by myself it was 

great. Can you imagine how excited I was? The last thing we did in this room was see a fight with shields 

daggers and very old swords. How would like to see a real sword fight and hold a sword? 

In conclusion, it was an amazing ,exciting day and every one of us loved it. It was a fun and  very  educational 

journey beyond time and I think it would be a lovely place  for anyone to go to .  

 By Harrison Gough 

 

 


